
 

 

AGILITY COMMITTEE MEETING 

30th / 31st March 2019 

MINUTES 
Meeting commenced at 10:00. 

Present: Fiona Hodgson, Chris Richardson, Nick Chester, Sallie Remon, Emma Gregg, Phil 

Johnson, Claire Smith, Reece Smith 

Apologies: None 

Confirmation of previous minutes: Ratified online by AC 18th December 2018.  

Matters arising from previous minutes: 

• Brief discussion about minutes being announced when put online. Acey to do a post 

to let everyone know when the minutes have been published. 

Financial Report: Presented by R Smith.   

EC Report: Presented by F Hodgson.   

Big talking point was Dogs on Report.  AC thinks it would be good to have control back for 

dealing with dogs on report as somewhere along the line it seems to have gone back to the 

EC.   

Following Judges to go to EC for ratification: Jinnie Gailey to Ribbon Trial Panel, Jess Tansey 

to Agility Panel, Emily Tighe to Agility Panel, Sarah Ridley to Ribbon Trial Panel. 

 

Area Rep Reports: Resounding similarities coming out between different areas.  It appears 

that everyone that has been involved in attending the little get togethers that various area 

reps have done, and also those reps who have attended club meetings, that the 

communication between clubs and AC is greatly received.   

Most clubs have reported that there is a serious struggle with getting and retaining trainers.  

This is an area that the Clubs Support committee is working on trying to improve.  There are 

a couple of clubs that have some internal issues and the Area reps will try and work with 

these clubs more closely to resolve these issues. 

 



 

NZDAC 2019 Report: Planning is going great.  The benefit show went incredibly well and if 

that is an example of what to expect for DAC then it’s going to be a great show.  Judges all 

contracted, sponsors have been approached.  Function meal is booked and planned for the 

Friday night.  Breakfasts are being done by community groups, but a variety of caterers are 

coming and will be providing catering for campers in the evenings.  All amenities have been 

booked.  Unlimited camping available, powered sites will only be available to Judges to and 

Committee. 

 

NZDAC 2020 Report – A committee is being formed from members of Zone 2 clubs.   

 

Sub Committee Reports:  

Judges – F Hodgson, L Ellery, N Chester approved to judge in Australia.  JSC held a 

Zoom meeting in March which was very productive and are now asking judges for 

input. 

Equipment – Resignations from C Richardson and C Ranford.  Jude Taylor joined.  

ESC is starting to make headway.  Currently gathering data around CT.  Terms of 

reference has been updated and ready for review.  Discussion around jump poles 

regulation to do with bands… AC agreed that white, colour, white is acceptable as 

multiple bands.  

AIS – Moving forward with secondary school competition.  AIS are talking with 

regional sports co-ordinators to try and get into schools.   

Club Support – Jude Doyle joined.  CSSC has a list of questions that they want taken 

back to clubs.  Area reps to do this face to face where possible.   

 International – Nothing to report. 

 

Zone 5 COFs: COF Forms have been sent to Wayne Grant who will be doing some of the 

COF’s for Z5.  We need to assign a couple more people in the area to assist him.  Reece to 

try and arrange a couple more people to help with getting the COF’s done. 

 

Measurers Report:  

Fiona Ferrar was promoted to Main Measurer.  Nikki Steyn’s application to become a 

measurer was accepted.  

We still have about 90 dogs that don’t have a measure showing.  We have a measurement 

for these dogs, but don’t have the certificates.  AC agrees we will accept these measures as 



 

final measures and these will be entered in.  Fiona to discuss with Peter de Wit 

how/whether ribbon trial measures can be recorded moving forward. 

Emma has volunteered to take over from Sallie as the measurer’s liaison person going 

forward.   

 

Calendar:  

- Zone 5 request to change date of benefit show to avoid clash - approved 

- Request for Upper Hutt ribbon trial to be removed from April – approved 

- 5 Year plan is being put in place (draft), every club will need to respond to 

acknowledge they have actually looked at it and are happy with it.   

ACOD: 

ACey should make a post to clubs that if there is anything, they think is relevant to 

agility then clubs should provide feedback to AC.   

Chris, Reece, Claire, Fiona, Emma to attend ACOD. AC needs to decide who out of 

the 5 attendees is going to vote as we can only have 4 votes. 

 

Online Minutes – Discussions, decisions etc that have been made online and outside of 

meetings. 

• The development of ACey 

• Karen de Wit to continue the role of Z3 results co-ordinator 

• Reg 3.1.6 modified as per DogsNZ suggestion, so that deputy EC rep only needed to 

be an AC member, not an AC Executive.  

• AC to contribute $1000 to JDT camp, in return for photos and videos to use as 

promotional material, and also a get together of JDT members to discuss where they 

see the future of agility.  

• Wording of regs for Elementary C need to be clarified as currently they rule you out 

of doing Elementary B with your own dog at a later date if you have a win in 

Elementary C with a borrowed dog. 

• Taupo DTC requested permission to hold their shows for 2019 in a 30x30m ring – 

approved. 

• Bronwen Burnette – application to compete at a different height – approved. 

• Jude Taylor to join Equipment Sub Committee – approved. 

• Jude Doyle to join Clubs Support SC – approved. 

• JSC to ask Judges for feedback, recommendations etc on regulation wording / 

clarification changes. 



 

• JSC submitted stage 1 of the reg review and asked for permission to put it out to the 

judges for consideration and input – approved. 

• Grants and financials that were approved for payment: 

o Reimburse Karen de Wit $110.60 for Z3 awards, and $76 to Andre Doyle for 

engraving 

o Whanganui equipment grant $1000 

o Dawn Williams NZDAC2018 refund $76.50 

o CHB Seminar grant $200 

o Nelson DTC Ribbon Trial Judge grant $100 

o Emma Gregg – DAWG COF $100 

o Catherine Massey – DAWG COF $100 

o Z5 Games day – Seminar grant $400 

o Emma Gregg – UPDTC COF $100 

o Blenheim DTC Promo Grant $200 

o Emma Gregg – Wairarapa COF $100 

o CHB Ribbon trial judge subsidy $100 

o Tairei Equipment Grant $1000 

o Lisa Duff - measuring travel subsidy $62.70 

o Jacqui Wigmore $200 towards attending GJP in Brisbane as unable to attend 

the NZ ones due to being overseas at the time 

o Approve Sarah Ridley for Ribbon Trial Panel 

 

General Business: 

• Incident at WAG show resulting in a dog being put on report was discussed.  Fiona to 

contact Steven from DNZ to find out where this is at. 

• A letter was submitted from a competitor regarding an aggressive dog situation.  

This is being addressed and relevant people will be notified of outcome.   

• The AC had discussion around the powers that Show Managers have, in terms of 

when judges are not following regs etc.  Suggestion that online building blocks or 

similar put in place so that show managers (and scribes and show secretaries) can do 

some online learning and get ‘certified’, so that they will have the know how and 

skills to deal with situations that may arise. 

• Suggestion that trainee judges before being accepted onto the panel, have to do a 

small test, to ensure that you know a good amount of regs and how things are done, 

before starting probationary appointments.  Phil also suggested that the JSC maybe 

look at ways to speed up the new judges process for experienced people.   

• Looking at cloud storage options – going to investigate dropbox business pricing to 

ensure that all documents are transferred between outgoing and incoming agility 

committees as information seems to be getting lost in transition.  The suggestion 

was also put out that both the outgoing and incoming committee should attend the 



 

first day of the first meeting of the incoming committee, so that a proper handover 

can take place. 

• Letter from Maggie Marriner regarding Jumpers Rates of Travel.  Do not find this to 

be a systematic problem and agrees that the current range is suitable, no changes to 

be made at this time. 

Saturday meeting closed at 5pm.  



 

Sunday meeting commenced at 8:00am. 

 

Agility Strategy – Nick to lead this, and the rest of the committee to take time to engage 

with people at shows.  Put up 3 questions on a chart and have big sheets of paper that 

people can just come and write their answers, without feeling pressure. 

 

Grants and AC Funding - Discussion around grants and funding available from the AC.  

Funding rounds to be twice yearly only for Equipment and Seminar grants.  Cut off for 

applications to be 1st June and 1st December each year, and to be approved at AC June and 

December meetings.  All grant conditions to be reviewed and updated.  Phil to lead this and 

make a plan for how this will work.   

• Agree to pay the 2 existing Promotional grants that are currently in already.   

• Agreed to pay Mid Cant to receive $150 for existing seminar grant. 

 

General Business Continued 

• Matilda van Rijnberk – WAO – AC agreed to pay 50% of each competitor entry fees, 

total of 135Euro to Misha Baxter and 135Euro to Lisa Duff. Phil abstained from 

voting on this, everyone else agreed. 

• AC discussed email from Peter Haworth regarding Dog Safety and recording of 

incident data at shows.  AC agreed that we need a simple way for competitors to 

record incidents and near misses at shows so that we can start to collate factual data 

around the safety of equipment.  Fiona to discuss with Peter de Wit how this could 

be done online better.  Peter also asked in his email when the results of the ESC 

survey would be released.  Nick volunteered to collate the information into a 

publishable form for release. 

• Email from Elaine Herve – regarding Dogs jumping higher.  there are currently no 

dogs in the country that are jumping higher.  After a complete review from the HRSC 

as to what is a safe height for dogs to jump, we will now no longer accept application 

for exemption, and this will be removed from the regulations. 

• Email from Michael Romanos from Wellington Welsh Corgi Club asking AC to 

distribute material around a show that they are holding. The AC agreed that we will 

not distribute this information as the Wellington Welsh Corgi Club is not a DNZ 

recognised club.  They are more than welcome to contact clubs themselves if they 

wish to. 

• Email from Donna Tofts regarding suspension of collapsible tunnel.  This was 

discussed at length, the JSC and ESC are also discussing this and ESC are doing 

research into it, however the AC does not support a blanket suspension of the CT, as 



 

we feel that by suspending the tunnel, we have no way of gathering the necessary 

data required to find a proper solution to this.  The AC currently has no records of 

injury relating to the CT.   

• Email from Richard Scott – ongoing concerns with the heights review - We are only 3 

months into the new heights, and it’s too early to really know anything yet, so can’t 

comment on the effects of the change. 

• Email from Bronwyn Pilkington – regarding entries not being accepted to Taupo 

show.  This was being dealt with by DNZ and no further action required from the AC. 

• Discussion around AC members wearing a jacket that have AC branding on it, 

committee happy to do it, but several members wouldn’t wear it.  Happy for this to 

happen for those that want it.  Going to go back to Blackhawk and ask for them to 

fund the full cost.   

• AC agree to pay $60 to Emma for meeting expenses instead of $50 as she has 

additional costs due to date change of meeting 

• AC to develop proper procedures around the different jobs that AC members take 

on.  The person in each position currently to start putting SOP’s for what their job 

entails.  Drafts to be circulated before our next meeting.   

• COFs – All AC members to be trained to do COF’s.  Put together a video.   

• Discussion around redesigning AD/ADX courses – put to JSC for further discussion 

and work. 

• Review elementary courses – JSC 

• Sallie proposed for Australia to become part of our Interzone team for NZDAC 2019. 

Fiona seconded. AC agreed.   

• Sallie proposed to give Libby a grocery voucher for hosting Lee and Greg, as she 

never put in any expense claim.  $200. Fiona seconded.  AC agreed.  Sallie to 

organise. 

• GJP2 – Idea floated for getting GJP2 here in January 2020 – also opportunity for 

those judges that didn’t do GJP1 to go.  2 Days of seminar in between which will be 

open to anyone who wants to go, but must fund themselves, and any judges wanting 

to do GJP2 will fund themselves.  AC only to fund those judges that want to do GJP1.  

Sallie to put together a proper proposal. 

• Discussion around Show Sec obtaining data for heights measures, AC agrees to send 

them a data dump with dogs’ number and height so they can update their database.   

• JSC has updated refusal, fault and disqualification regs, presented to AC for approval.  

AC has approved for this to go out to judges for consultation and feedback. 

• An email from DNZ re request of sponsors at NZDAC was discussed following 

correspondence received by them from an agility member.  

 

 



 

Future meeting dates: 

June 23rd – Wellington (ACOD 22nd) – Contact Lauren regarding ACOD 

August 31st / September 1st - Auckland  

December 14th - TBC 

Meeting closed 12:00 

 

 

 


